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WMMH Quarterly Issues January 1, 2020 - March 31, 2020 

Title Date Time Duration Issue How Addressed

Tyler Strong !/9-10/2020 8:00 PM 24:30 Health

Theology of Marriage 1/20/2020 8:00 PM 24:30 Marriage

Fighting For Purity 1/27/2020 8:00 PM 24:30 Sexuality

The Value of Discernment 2/3/2020 8:00 PM 24:30 Parenting

What’s My Call? 2/7/2020 8:00 PM 24:30 Grandparenting

Work and Money 2/11/2020 8:00 PM 24:30 Life Skills

Second Marriages 2/18/2020 8:00 PM 24:30 Marriage

How to Apologize 3/3/2020 8:00 PM 24:30 Relationships

The Valley of the Shadow of Death 3/12/2020 8:00 PM 24:30 Grief

The Coronavirus 3/16/2020 8:00 PM 24:30 Health

Tony and Kelly Trent reflect on the difficult cancer journey of their son,
Tyler, and his  heroic battle with bone cancer and his death in 2018.

Authors Curt Hamner and John Trent join together to talk about the theology
of marriage. God had a specific purpose for Adam and Eve, but since the
fall, marriages have been in trouble.

Pastor Deepak Reju wants you to know there’s hope in fighting for purity. At
the root of sexual struggle is a heart that’s at war with God.

Hannah Anderson tells how she’s training her children to decide between
what’s good, what’s bad, and what’s the best

Larry and Gladine McCall talk about the special calling of grandparents.
While grandparents can certainly bring the fun factor into grandchildren’s
lives, a grandparent’s role is so much more.

Are today’s college students ready to face the responsibilities of adulthood?
Jonathan "JP" Pokluda says “No.” Pokluda wasn’t either. Hear how he
changed his perspective and his goals

Gary Chapman and Ron Deal team up to talk about applying the love
languages to a second marriage. Both spouses need to be intentional about
protecting their marriage and reassuring their children.

You may know your spouse's love language, but do you know their
"Apology Language"? Gary Chapman walks us through the important steps
to apologizing and seeking forgiveness with your spouse

Jeremy Camp talks about one of the most pivotal events of his life—the
death of his wife, Melissa, just 100 days after their wedding. Burdened with
grief, Jeremy shares how he struggled with God and even his own faith,
until a weekend alone brought spiritual breakthrough.

When a pandemic strikes, what should Christians do? Perhaps just as
importantly, what should we not do. We'll hear from David Robbins, along
with Dave and Ann Wilson and Bob Lepine, as we discuss a Christian
response to COVID-19.
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